
DOES THE SAT TEST HAVE AN ESSAY

You will have 50 minutes to complete the SAT Essay. Here's a generic version of the prompt - on a real test, the
passage will be presented between these two.

That committee has been "monitoring" the decisions of other colleges and has been studying whether UC
should maintain the requirement, said Henry Sanchez, a professor of pathology at the University of California,
San Francisco, and chair of BOARS. Then in March, Harvard University announced it was dropping the
requirement. While we plan for consistency across administrations, on occasion there are some tests that can
be easier or more difficult than usual. The two people who score your essay will each award between 1 and 4
points in each of these three categories: Reading: A successful essay shows that you understood the passage,
including the interplay of central ideas and important details. But on Wednesday, many discovered that an
SAT that is easier than expected can turn a projected score into a or worse. Angry test takers appealed to the
College Board for a do-over of some type and asked for intervention from President Trump and Ellen
DeGeneres, among others. Some have noted that their applicants already submit essays. All of the colleges'
announcements have emphasized that they care deeply about the writing skills of applicants, but they quickly
add that they don't think they need the SAT essay to judge those skills. Her twin missed 6 in math on June 2
test and got ? Word spread on various social media outlets, including the new rescoreJuneSAT Twitter feed
and another one, rescoresat featuring the emoji at right. The College Board released the email message it has
been sending to those students who have been complaining. In other words, there is more upside than
downside when looking at an extended test day. As you read the passage below, consider how [the author]
uses evidence, such as facts or examples, to support claims. How is that fair or standardized? Skipping the
essay can leave a student scrambling to fit in an additional test date should his or her college plans change. Try
to write or print so that what you are writing is legible to those readers. Be sure that your analysis focuses on
the most relevant features of the passage. As part of the redesign, we lengthened the SAT essay to 50 minutes
to give students more time to engage in thoughtful, effective writing. The list of holdouts, though, continues to
decline. In July, Princeton and Stanford Universities announced that they were dropping the requirement.
While faculty members have been involved in some colleges' decisions to drop the essay, the University of
California decision is controlled by a systemwide faculty body, the Board of Admissions and Relations with
Schools, known by its acronym BOARS. It is important to note that although these are representative samples
of student ability at each score point, the set itself does not exhaustively illustrate the range of skills in
Reading, Analysis, and Writing associated with each score point.


